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The global financial market place has a significant impact on our day to day lives
but it is very difficult to participate and benefit from global trends as an individual.
Capital requirements, data costs and transparency are just a few of the many
reasons why trading non-domestic products appears prohibitive.
To complicate matters further, converting in and out of the local base currency is
inefficient and sometimes the gains made from the investment are significantly
impacted by the simple process of exchanging currency.
Eagle Global Markets not only makes trading global markets more accessible but
we also address issues such as a local currency risk and having to contract with
foreign entities. We, importantly, are a local operator based in Lagos with staff
who understand your needs at hand 24 hours 6 days a week.
We established EGM as we wanted to see online trading become Nigerian run for
the Nigerian people. EGM want’s to educate and nurture our clients into
confident self-directed traders who want the freedom our multi asset, multi
device trading platform delivers.
Together our trading can soar.
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For years now retail and institutional investors in Nigeria have been longing for a
service that actually has their interests at heart. A service that provides a combination
of the most attractive financial assets, detailed markets advisory, exquisite client
experience and above all, standard and strict regulations.
Eagle Global Markets (EGM) is here to provide that service. A leading PAN African
brand that is passionate about bridging the gap between the global financial markets
and accessibility via the local currency, the Naira. In due course we would also proudly
unveil a Rand (South Africa) and Cedi (Ghana) platform for those markets.
EGM provides you assets ranging from Forex, Indices, Commodities and International
Shares.
Our commitment to the Nigerian market has led us through a diligent process of
creating a Multi-Asset trading platform entirely denominated in Naira, the CloudTrade.
A cutting edge platform that combines unrivalled sophistication with an easy to use
interface. Meant for the serious investor.
Operating out of our head-quarters in Ikoyi – Lagos, Nigeria. Our staff includes select
individuals from core financial backgrounds ranging from Forex to Investment banking.
The best of the lot. For all our clients, both experienced and new, we provide an
industry leading education program.
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The CloudTrade platform comes with a user friendly interface and a chance to
select and trade a wide range of markets. Group your favorite instruments under
watch lists, create orders and limits, access economic calendars, news feeds and
view price changes in real time.
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With the advantage of being a browser based platform, your charts and the
markets can be accessed from any computer, tablet or mobile phone, anywhere in
the world. No downloads required.
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We provide the worlds most popular platform for our clients. The Meta-Trader 4
software. Make use of expert advisors, automated trading and access to third
party as well as inbuilt indicators
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We are passionate about the markets
but even more passionate about our
clients learning how to profit from it.
Our trainings and seminars take place
every week and every two Saturdays in
a month. Available courses include:
 The EGM Financial Trading course
 The Commodities Trading course
 CloudTrade-ing with EGM
We also conduct webinars and
frequently support our clients with
market analysis emails covering a wide
range of instruments.
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Our goal is to ensure that all our clients have the best possible experience with us.
We achieve this by carrying out speedy resolution of customer requests; anything
from account funding to platform support. Prospective clients are also assisted in
their account opening process at every step of the way.
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FOREX
Major, Minor and Exotic currency instruments can all be traded on both of our
platforms.
INDICES
Trade popular indices including the S&P 500, DAX, Nasdaq, Dow Jones and so
much more.
COMMODITIES
Available commodities on our platform include Energies such as Brent Crude, WTI
and also metals like Gold, Silver, Platinum and Palladium.

EQUITIES
Get access to trade global shares with fortune 500 companies including Apple,
Amazon, Google and Facebook.
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The Bureau

4th Floor, Number 28
Raymond Njoku
S.W Ikoyi, Lagos.
Tel: +23414406299
Email: support@eagleglobalmarkets.com
Web: www.eagleglobalmarkets.com

